
The Crowning Glory?

Genesis 1:26-28; Psalm 8; Philippians 2:1-8; Mark 10:41-45

Our text from Genesis this morning continues the poem began in last week’s focus text where

we ended with the creation of the universe and our world. In verses 26–28 the creation of humanity is

described, and humans’ responsibilities within, and relationship with, the created order are spelled

out. It introduces metaphor and suggestions on the relationship of Creator to human and human to

Creator. 

The first thing the text describes is that humans are made in the likeness or image of the

Divine. Humans are the first and only creatures described as having divine characteristics. Up until

the writing of this text, any image for God was avoided by the Israelites. But this was not a fixed

image (graven image) or an idol like that of some of the Near Eastern religions that surrounded them.

It was, rather, a living image. The role of the human made in God’s image was to mirror God to the

world and to care as God cares. It was not unusual at the time of the writing of this text for a king to

be seen as someone who was a representative of God, but this text describes and extends this role

to all humanity. Therefore, humans are given power to take up God-given responsibilities. This

means being in relationship with and caring for the rest of God’s creation.

The word dominion (Hebrew rada) expressed in this passage is one that has been under

debate for many centuries. Some believe it puts humans at the top of the hierarchy, giving humans

power and authority over all other creatures, we humans are “the crowning glory of creation” we

might say.. The  verb (rada) however, suggests the task is one of care-giving and nurturing, not

exploitation. Humans should relate to the world as God would – helping the world along with its full

potential. Not a case of being crowned but chosen.
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A few years ago, a popular Broadway play was entitled “Whose Life Is It Anyway?” In the play,

a man who has a terminal illness resists efforts by doctors, family, and friends to control and direct

his last days. He cries out in anger, “Whose life is it anyway?” The implication is that our lives are our

lives. We are the owners and creators of ourselves. This is my life. My life.

The roots of these thoughts go far back into history as Will Willimon explains when he writes:

“Modernity is the name for that project, begun in the European Enlightenment, which has as one of

its goals to turn everyone into an individual. An individual, according to the definitions of modernity, is

someone who thinks that he or she is answerable to no story other than the one which he or she has

personally chosen. Determined not to be determined by tradition, family, tribe, or community, the

modern person sees thinking as a matter of severing ties with the prior claims of tradition, family, and

community in order to “think for myself.” Earlier, people got stories from their parents, or their church,

or town and then lived them as best they could. Adam Smith perceptively noticed that the modern

world detached people from such parental determinism and enabled them to choose their own jobs,

to become creators of their own lives. No longer was someone a blacksmith because his father was

one and his name was Smith. Now we were free, free to choose. In fact, for the first time in history,

writers like Adam Smith began defining freedom as choice.

We want to be people who have no story for our lives other than the story we have chosen. Yet

this is also a story, and a corrupt one at that. Thanks to the likes of Kant and Adam Smith, we now

know a story which tells us that it is possible to choose our stories, to live whatever story we want. In

fact, our humanity is now viewed as dependent upon our ability to choose our story. We are all now

fated to choose, to make up our own lives as we go. A life without choice is considered to be no life at

all, an opinion which we have not personally thought through and chosen is considered to be

unworthy of free, unconditioned, human beings.
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Ironically, this is also a story. We have freed ourselves from an account of wisdom, only to

become enslaved to another. And one of the conceits of modernity is to convince us that we are now

free of stories (like creation), tradition, communities, and attachments, all the while never admitting

that modernity itself is a story, a tradition (at least as old as Kant and Smith), and a very demanding,

narrow story at that.

One reason why loneliness, alienation, and fragmentation appear to plague modern life is that

modernity has a way of making us all strangers. When my master story is that I have no story other

than the one I have personally chosen, there is little to relate me to you other than that we are both

living out the story that neither of us has a common story. Of course, I am not free, not half as free as

I claim to be, for I have merely exchanged one master (the family, my hometown, my church) for

another, namely, my own subjectivity. I must choose, I must serve the self, I must look out for and

carefully nurture me. So all the while, thinking of ourselves as so free, we are really enslaved to

ourselves and the victims of management by strangers. We complain about the bureaucratizing of the

modern nation, but as strangers who have nothing in common, bureaucratic rules are a necessity. We

have given over our freedom to faceless, nameless people who write and administer rules.

Alas, much of my preaching and pastoral care, I admit, plays into the hands of this tyranny of

detached subjectivity. People come to church as individuals, thinking that their unformed subjectivity,

in and of itself, qualifies them to think clearly about matters like God, Jesus, discipleship. We come to

church ready to be confirmed in what we already know, since what we already know is, according to

the canons of modernity, about all we can know. This is a peculiarly superficial way of thinking.”

Christianity, we believe, is not a story we have chosen, something about which we have

decided. It chose us. We have been embraced by this story from outside of our own limited

experiences. This is an “external word” (Luther) which someone had to speak to us (“Faith comes
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from hearing”) for us to discover it, so in a sense, we don’t discover the gospel, it discovers us. “You

did not choose me, I chose you.” – William H. Willimon,“Preaching to the Thinking Person’s Church” in More Sermons That Work

One of the things that bothers me about our present world view is that we have lost a sense of

our lives as gifts. Rather than being grateful for the gift of being created by God we have become our

own creations. My life is my life. My death is mine as well. The thing that makes my actions moral is

not whether or not God is bringing this all about, but whether or not I have brought it about, whether or

not I have chosen. My life, even the life of my children, is mine. And if pushed, I will remind them to

whom they owe it all: look what I’ve done for you!

The freedom of choice which we modern people so loudly assert is often just another form of

enslavement to false gods. Even as we loudly assert our freedom, our rights, our choices, we devote

massive amounts of our national resources to the gods of death. Our civilization inches forward,

dragging behind us a huge national debt amassed in homage to the bomb or choosing the “good life.”

We live, not for ourselves, as we think we live, but for our machines, our gadgets, (the newest iphone

or galaxy note), our things. We die, not attached as the disciples were to the one Lord of heaven and

earth, but in the thoroughly modern way – attached to a machine. The more we feel caught, trapped,

hemmed in, confined, the more loudly we assert our freedom.

Today’s Gospel from Mark records Jesus addressing the issue of what it means to have power

and status. It is not meant to be used to abuse or have special status but to serve and respect

relationships for the greater good of all  humanity.“To sit on my right or on my left, this is not Mine to

give, but it is for those for whom it has been prepared.” Think about that. Jesus reminds his disciples

that discipleship was not their idea, not by their choice. Rather, they are related to him. They have

important jobs to do in his kingdom because he has chosen them to serve, not because they have

chosen him.
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I believe there is a word of comfort here for those of us who live in a world in the grip of the

alleged “freedoms.” I don’t always look like a Christian. I don’t always feel like a Christian. (And any of

you who know me know that I don’t always act like a Christian!) But thanks be to God, according to

the account of creation, my appearance, feelings, and actions are not the primary or final

determination of my status with God. I am here, not because of who I am, but because of who God is.

God has created me, chosen me, appointed me, given me the grace to serve to bear fruit in God’s

name.

That’s a great comfort. So many times the religious life is presented as a series of shoulds,

oughts, musts. It’s all up to us to do right or right won’t be done. But today Jesus comforts his

struggling, fearful, anxious followers telling them, in effect, relax. You didn’t choose me. I chose you to

live a life of servanthood as I have done.

Our glorification of our power of choice overlooks the fact that so many of the really important

things in our lives – our looks, our name, our family, our tradition – have come to us not through our

choosing but rather through the choices of others. So many of the really important things about us

have come to us as gifts in some respects - created - by others.

I grew up in a small community called Genelle in the southern interior of British Columbia. In

1957 a semi-retired United Church minister moved into our community and started a church. We

began by meeting in the basement of his home. Next we moved to the community hall and eventually

an old two storey flat roofed house was purchased, cut in half, moved to Genelle and put back to

together and became the Genelle United Church. There, on the back of the old wooden seats, my

brother carved “Roy Rogers” during a particularly long sermon. Family legend disputes whether or not

it was due to my mother’s dozing or paying so close attention to the sermon that she did not see what

my brother was doing with his pocket knife.
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There, on a summer Sunday, I was baptized and thereby made a Christian … Because you

likely have no intention of ever visiting Genelle, B.C. you may wonder why I tell you this story of my

ecclesiastical origins. I do so to admit that I am a Christian today because I was created back then.

Ordinary Christian people at churches like Genelle United Church created me, made me a United

Church person whether I liked it or not.

It may sound strange for me to admit that I didn’t choose to be Christian. Would my spiritual

journey seem more interesting if I could tell you that I became a disciple only after a long, tortured

process of reflection, investigation, and study? If I examined all possible denominational options and

found the United Church to be the most credible and Christian? Although I have known people who

could claim that, I can’t. I am here because I was created here.

On this Humanity Sunday, let us thank God for the people and the gifts that created us here

this morning. We are not here through our own efforts but rather through the gifts of so many others –

people who loved us and showed us the way.

Jesus chose us, called us to be servants and look how he intends to bless the world through

us. Thanks be to God! Amen.
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